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With origins returning to Wales in the 1870s, This Old Man is a fairly established nursery rhyme. What is believed to be the original version was not published until 1937, and a version familiar to most of us was published in 1906. The most common version goes: This old man, he played it, He played trinkets on my thumb; With
paddywhack trinkets, this old man came rolling home. This old man, he played two, he played trinkets on my shoes; With paddywhack trinkets, this old man came rolling home. This old man, he played three, he played trinkets on my knees... This old man, he played four, he played trinkets at my door... This old man, he played five, he
played trinkets in my lair... This old man, he played six, he played trinkets on my stick... Etc. This old man, he played seven, he played trinkets in Heaven ... This old man, he played eight, he played trinkets at my gate... This old man, he played nine, he played trinkets in my spine... Etc. This old man, he played ten, He played trinkets once
again ... Most modern versions replace patty whack for Paddywhack, a more politically correct term given that Paddy can be interpreted as a derogatory term that often translates as bold Irish. Some historians have also suggested that the more modern version was driven by a known pervert who would offer to play paddywhack with
young people passing by in certain colonial cities. The song was circulated as a way for the townswellers to let the parents know they were after him, and warned the children away from him. An even earlier version was told and published by Anne Gilchrist, who said she learned from her nanny in Wales. With its strange language, the
lyrics clearly precede the parent version, and are completely innocent as children's songs. My name is Jack Jintle, the oldest but one, and I can play nick-nack on my own thumb. With my nick-nack and pad-lock and singing a good song, and all the fine ladies come dancing together. My name is Jack Jintle, the oldest but two, and I can
play nick-nack in my own shoes. With my nick-nack,... Rights of © Meredith Corporation 2011. More About Children's Music Family Activities to Entertain Everyone Ron Sachs-Pool/Getty Images Given the artist's stature, the following top songs by Marc Anthony are meant to be a rough guide to the romantic sound that this Latin music
superstar has consolidated over the years. Let's take a look at a selection of bilingual hits Salsa and Latin Pop produced by one of the most popular Latino artists in the world. Marc Anthony's album has become one of the most important works ever by a well-known Latin music superstar. This production represents Marc Anthony's
breakthrough album in Latin Pop. You Sang To Me, a romantic song with beautiful lyrics, is one of the singles that turned Marc Anthony into a global star. This collaborative work with L.A. India is one of the the first hits that Marc Anthony delivered in salsa music. Vivir Lo Nuestro is a powerful song not only for her romantic lyrics but also
for the incredible singing of both artists. The song became a huge hit among romantic Salsa fans. Nadie Como Ella is one of the most popular Salsa songs by Marc Anthony. From the album, the track offers good percussion and brass sessions. It's definitely a good song to enjoy in a good Latin party. It was one of the hits on Marc
Anthony's debut album. Thanks to additional singles and songs such as Hasta Que Te Conoci and Si Tu No Te Fueras, the album established Marc Anthony as one of the most influential singers in the romantic Salsa realm. Palabras Del Alma is a song where you can fully appreciate Marc Anthony's incredible voice. My Baby You is one
of the hits included in Marc Anthony's popular album. With phrases like You're my greatest love of all or You're the reason I could fly, this is probably one of the most romantic songs ever produced by Marc Anthony. Although the melody is slow and smooth, the bass and drums add a powerful touch that amplifies the lyrics at the back.
Much of the huge success that surrounded Pitbull's Planet Pit Pit Pit, one of the best Latin music albums of 2011, was a consequence of the song the Cuban-American rapper recorded with Marc Anthony. With its vibrant rhythms, Rain Over Me is the perfect track for a night of dancing. After all the success he enjoyed with his album Marc
Anthony, the New York-based singer didn't wait too long before venturing into his second British production. The title of the work is Mended, an album featuring several popular songs including I've Got You. Thanks to this song, Marc Anthony consolidated the Latin Pop style he had built with his first English work. This is another amazing
hit from the album Todo A Su Tiempo. In terms of Salsa music, Te Conozco Bien is definitely one of the top songs by Marc Anthony. Although the song is primarily shaped by its romanticism, Te Conozco Bien also offers an ideal melody to hit the dance floor. From the album of the same name, Contra La Corriente is a song that deals with
failed attempts to try to stop thinking about your loved ones. In terms of melody, this is another song with great lyrics and solid musical arrangements. The brass session on this song is strong. Technically, I Need To Know is probably the perfect Marc Anthony Latin Pop song. The song is the most popular single from Marc Anthony's hit
production thanks to an interesting combination of Pop vibes with a determined Latin flavor. In a beautiful way, I Need To Know is where Carlos Santana's Oye Come Va meets Ricky Martin's Livin La Vida Loca. Skip To Content There are several bands or bands that stand the test especially those formed in the 2000s. From Fifth Harmony
to One Direction, both boys and girls doesn't really rival. Unless you're talking about Little Mix. The British girl group won The X-Factor in 2011 and was the first girl group to ever do so on the UK version of the show. They've been making bangers ever since, but not as big as in America yet. To really convince why Little Mix should be a hit,
here are seven videos to show. It's also a good introduction for them if you've never heard their music before. Perrie Edwards, Jesy Nelson, Leigh-Anne Pinnock and Jade Thirlwall at the launch of the PrettyLittleThing x Little Mix collection at Aynhoe Park House on November 6, 2019 in Banbury, England | David M. Benett/Dave
Benett/Getty Images 1. Wasabi Like many songs nowadays, Wasabi saw some popularity on Tik Tok last summer, but that's not why this song needs to be on your radar. It's like bop, with multiple levels for the song. It has rhythmic verses, staccato and then a more fluid sensual chorus. It's a great song for exercising, dancing, or a great
hype-up song. As one of the top comments said, Every time I listen to Little Mix I become a very confident queen, then the song is finished and I go back to being a little potato :) 2. Black Magic One of Little Mix's first hits, and songs in general, Black Magic tells a fantastic story of wanting to use a love potion on a man to make them finally
notice you. Although, of course, it's just fantasy, the music video is invaluable. These four members play this kind of nerdy or awkward girls who have a big crush on this one guy. They take a magic book and start sabotaging cruel girls and helping other less popular children at their school. It's fun and really signifies their big start. 3. Love
Me Like You A retro inspired song, Love Me Like You will remind you of 1950s sock jam. It more slowly and perfectly highlights their voice. It also has the concept of great 50s yearning and pining for a man who seems to be the only one. However, the 2015 video shows that maybe some people are too good to be good. Regardless of
how you take its meaning, it is a fun song that will put you in a happy and bright mood. 4. Think About Us ft. Ty Dolla $ign Think About Us is basically about when you are so into someone who when you think about them (that much) you can't help but wonder or expect them to do the same. Whether it's at the beginning of a relationship or
nearing the end, it's obviously worrying or thinking someone might have. The song itself is also a really good vibe. The rhythm can be for dancing or just a pulse nice back when you need it. 5. Woman Like Me ft. Nicki Minaj Little Mix has always had an underlying or sometimes exaggerated message of empowerment. Woman Like Me,
one of their new songs, basically says that they're strong, outspoken, and sometimes don't really behave like the right women should be. But they like a man and wonder, can they handle it? It also features Nicki Minaj and and a great song to make you feel strong. 6. Duet CNCO Reggaetón Lento Originally, Reggaeton Lento was actually
in Spanish because it was a single by Latin American boy band CNCO. Little Mix jumped on the remix, and it was a great song. It's definitely a different style of music that they usually do, but they execute it perfectly. There's still a section in Spanish, and it's perfect for dancing. 7. Shout Out to My Ex Okay, it's time to top it off with one of
Little Mix's best and biggest songs. This is the ultimate farewell song. It doesn't disparage the former, per se, but instead lifts the girls. They thank their exes for making them who they are now, teaching them a lesson, and also coming out of their lives now. To be honest, it's like Thank U, Next, but obviously years before. It's also famous
about Zayn Malick, allegedly, who broke up with Little Mix member Perrie Edwards via text message. This is the perfect song to scream the lyrics out for, even if you don't have an ex.
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